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„Listen Newspaper”, sharing of audio 
materials 

 
In these days the people most valuable treasure is the time. 
If somebody takes that away that will be never be returned. This is 
why it is important how we use our idle time. We could waste 
or use in a valuable way the minutes/hours what are spent in a 
long car travel or the daily commuting. Often we could use this 
time for managing business topics, phone calls, or listening radio 
news, radio magazines. But often you have periods when we 
cannot call anybody – 5am morning, 11pm – it is happened many 
times when we are bored by the news what we listen sixthly. There 
are times when we are saturated by the most exciting 
entertainment. In these cases unfortunately we don’t have to 
much effect on the contain what we are receiving. Take it 
or leave it.  

 
We would like to help to spend your times on receiving valuable information, what is 
controlled by you. You could listen, filter, actual news from different sources, or you 

could use your time on a 
high level audio contain. 
You could control which 
source which contain you 
listen. Personally me I love 
the audiobooks what is 
performed by János 
Gálvölgyi, Gábor Reviczky 
or Péter Rudolf . For me 
without any argue Jenő 

Rejtő, Hugh Laurie or  Leslie L. Lawrence grant a valuable entertainment.  Many 
serious masterpiece was converted into audiobooks what could fill up these empty 
hours. -  Imre Kertész,Faithless, Í is just one example. If it is not entertainment or 
culture then it is learning. Language courses, self-motivation manager contain…  
 
We are sharing free and pay content with our Iphone application. The 
content could arrive from a pre-recorded source what was created with 
professional actors, actress, or it could be generated by computer in case 
of fast moving content like news or websites. The program at the moment 
is in the stage of final testing.  
 
 

Important features for copyright owners: 
 
- Close system– the materials whar are shared through the system could be 

just listened ONLY IN THE SYSTEM. The copy of those is not possible. The 
protection and tracking of the materials is solved.  

- Logged activities improve the security and provides the base of the copyright 
financial settlement.  
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- Immediate paying in a reliable APPLE / iTunes system in case of pay materials..  

- Monthly detailed statistics and settlement to the copyright owners.. 

- Possibility to build up an RSS channel. We solve the fast datatransfer 
between the owner and our system with an existing secure technology..  

- Immediate sharing– in a few minutes the shared text could be reached in an 
audio format through our system.  

- Scalable solution – we built a system what could easily suit to the quantity 
of the audio materials and to the users.  

- NEWS / Audio books separation– we separate the fast moving (for ex. 
news) materials to the longer materials what won’t losing its actuality. We did 
it with the aim of the better handling and search ability, different usage.  

- We handle the materials with age limitation  

- Handling of source links and references 

 

Important functions and notes for users: 
 

- Iphone compatibility – the system is working on Iphone system at the 
moment.  

- Realiable APPLE / iTunes paying – the payment through the Apple system 
is not require further set up 

- Filter function– the materials in the system are searchable for example for 
author, source, content category, date… 

- Free word searching 

- Orders – more order possibility (category, date, source,…)  

 
If you have any remaining question regarding to the product please contact me on the 
following possibilities.  
 
 
 
Best regards, 
Mr. Lajos Szabó 
Managing Director 
 
+36 (20) 9273-719 
lajos@pwent.eu 


